Travel Advisory for Toronto bound passengers from Bangladesh
To board a flight to Canada, all travelers must:
 Be symptom-free of COVID-19.
 Have received a full series of a vaccine or a combination of vaccines accepted by the
Government of Canada at least 14 days prior to entering Canada.
 Possess a valid Negative COVID-19 molecular test result (for those who are 5 years of
age or older). Test must be taken within 72 hours prior to departure.
 Always wear a mask throughout their entire travel journey.
 Digitally submit, within 72 hours before their flight (unless exempt), their travel
information, travel history, contact information, suitable quarantine plan, and proof of
vaccination (if applicable) using ArriveCAN. Link: http://www.canada.ca/ArriveCAN
Note: Travelers can download the ArriveCAN app for free on Google Play and Apple App store or provide
their information by signing in online. Please ensure you have the most recent version of the app
downloaded.

 Fully vaccinated travelers arriving to Canada from any country will be subject to
mandatory random on-arrival testing.
Travelers are encouraged to pre-register for on-arrival testing where possible using the
following links based on their arrival location in Canada: COVID-19 Flying: Register with
your arrival test provider – Travel.gc.ca
Vaccinated travelers who are not selected for random on-arrival testing can cancel their
registration.
 All travelers should also be prepared to be tested for COVID-19 on-arrival and be
prepared to quarantine. For further details, please consult COVID-19: Travel, testing and
borders - Travel.gc.ca

Travel Advisory for Bangladesh bound passengers from Toronto
To board a flight from Toronto to Bangladesh, all travelers must:
 Be symptom-free of COVID-19.
 Carry a valid proof that they are fully vaccinated (12 years or older). Otherwise
passenger must possess a valid Negative COVID-19 molecular test result.
Test must be taken within 72 hours prior to departure.
 Always wear a mask throughout their entire travel journey.

